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 (On leaving young or new believers with new Bible teachers, when it’s time to move on.) 

(Jesus speaking: ) You think I didn’t miss teaching My 12 apostles, face to face, when I had to leave 

them? You think they always got each thing right-on and always and only taught the things as if it 

was Me saying it? No, there have been human factors involved, and I did have to let go and let them 

learn, with the Holy Spirit as guide. 

That’s what being mature and grown up is, not to know everything, but be wise enough to want to 

learn and to keep learning, and to pick yourself up again after you fall yet again.  

I used everything for good (with the early Church), but that doesn’t mean there were no mistakes. I 

turned everything for My good and for the spreading of the gospel.  

And that doesn’t mean that Holy Spirit breathed pure scriptures are never misunderstood and used 

in counter-productive ways. Even if every disciple knew everything perfectly, and only received 

perfect messages from Heaven, still the written words and the examples of what they did as a result 

of those words might still be taken and used all in the wrong ways by others.  

So, would I have rathered been there, close to them, ensuring they got it all perfectly right in the 

starting of the “Kingdom of Christ’s reign on Earth”—the time when the message was spreading? 

Well, since it couldn’t have been explained to people, how I could be in one place teaching and also 

at another place at that same time, then that means I could only be in one place at one time, for the 

carnal minds to comprehend. But the work and Word was to spread all around the globe, and 

everyone needed guidance. So it was simply not the time anymore for “Christ in a human’s form” to 

be with them in person. Where would I go? Who needed Me most? All did, and every moment of the 

day too.  

So what was the solution? “As the Father hath sent Me, so send I you” I told My disciples. And thus 

the command came in the realms of the Heavenlies too, and troupes and spirits and angelic hosts 

were sent out. It was the “great commission” for our representatives on Earth, and for the beings in 

the spirit world as well who were on missions to assist My missionaries. 

The Holy Spirit was sent to each one, and hosts of Heavenly aide workers to help harvest the souls 

for Heaven. And so the fierce fights began in earnest; they moved up from fleshly battles to being 

primarily in the spiritual realm, though the effects were felt heavily by Earth dwellers. 

So will they (the new teachers on earth) get everything right? Probably not. But getting things 

perfect and right isn’t as important as obeying. Are they obeying and studying My Word? Then I will 

bless them for doing it. Uncertainties can be cleared up later on down the line. Obedience comes 

before the blessing, and sometimes before the knowing. Knowing more and having more truths 

revealed is something that is given to those who are obedient and loyal. 

 


